face-to-face
with ABYSS
Greetings,

The story is called "Rub Out!" and it's the Omniman story. Answers galore as we learn the true fate of the aliens from U2-5 #5, whatever happened to Heinrich Jacobs, why is the mob after the Stevens family and more! Get it!

Bill Anderson / 26 Swan St.
Green Island, NY 12183
HE IS FALLING. HE HEARS NO SOUND, SEES NO LIGHT, AND FEELS NO TOUCH.

JUST CONTINUOUS FALLING IN NO DIRECTION, I'VE NO BOUNDARIES, THEN, SURPRISINGLY...

WHAT IS THIS? I SHOULDN'T BE DEAD, BUT I'M SOMEHOW STILL ALIVE!

HE LAUGHS: HIS NAME IS NOMAD AND HE BELIEVES THAT HE HAD JUST DIED.

CHAPTER TWELVE:

SORCERER!

member of the sorcery, the one called penzest... moments ago, shot me with more treachery. I should have wings.

but you are not. you have been spared.

TEMPORARILY SPARED BY ABYSS

THE SORCERER!

Slam! Bounce!

This is the nexus point between this world and that of the dead. soon, leader of shadows, you hear to battle me!

Abys? Why are you here?
If you defeat me in a battle of the psyche, I will restore you to life, but if you are the one who dies, you perish!

I have never been defeated!

Hehe! Hehe!

That is my warrior. Concentrate and more will also appear.

You must! For the first to fall...

Wham!

You lose!

We battle on the psychic level, a battle for your soul. Fight in the depths of your mind! Let it begin!

A glimmer of concentration, and suddenly...

It is simple!

And as the bizarre battle wages on, Rosen and Black Manta hang in space, confused, angry and also surrounded by Golon and his warriors...

And so complete, I have diverted him there to make up for my erroneous action...

What is correct, we have diverted him there to make up for the erroneous action...

That's small consolation, Golon. You be quiet, I'm on the road to recovery from my breakdown.

My warrior is not dead... I control him.
Coward. It is a word.

Suddenly, under Nomad's mental command, his warrior image springs to life! To fall!

Fall! Fall!

Like a man possessed, Nomad commands his miniature to battle fiercely!
IN SECONDS THE CLIMAX IS OVER.

THE LEGEND OF ARONE HAS GROWN AMONG US. CYPRESS AND NOVAK ARE NOT DEAD, BUT THEY ARE FREE. NOMAD LIVES!

THE LEGEND OF ARONE HAS GROWN AMONG US. CYPRESS AND NOVAK ARE NOT DEAD, BUT THEY ARE FREE. NOMAD LIVES!

THANKS, SOLDAN. MMMM. NOW WHAT, ARJON?

BEGIN!!

THE REBELLION BEGINS!